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An arc-coloring of a digraph G is an assignation of colors to its arcs in such
a way that all arcs incident to each vertex, as well as all arcs incident from
each vertex, have different colors. In an arc-colored d-regular digraph, each
color can be associated to a permutation of the vertices of the digraph. In
this paper we show the relation between the permutation group generated
by these permutations and the groups of those automorphisms of the arc-
colored digraph which preserve or exchange colors.
lntroduction
An arc-coloring of a digraph G is an assignation of colors to its
such a way that all arcs incident to each vertexr &s well as all ¿Lrcs
from each vertex, have different colors. The automorphisms of the
arcs ul.
inci,ilent
digraph
colored
Section
which presen'e colors or exchange
autc¡morphisnu respecüively. These
2 . When the digraph is d.regular
them ¿üe called s-colored and
definitions ¿rre made precise in
(and d colors a,re used) , each color can
be associated üo a permuüation on the vertex seü of G. It was shown in
[e] that, in the case of Cayley digraphs, there is a relation beüween the
permutation group generated by the permutaüions associated üo each color
and the groups of colored and s-colored automorphisms of ühe digraph.
In Section 3, a similar result for sürongly connected Schreier digraphs is
obtained. In the nexü section, we show that any strongly connected. d-
regular digraph G ig isomorphic üo an Schreier digraph, so ühat, for each
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arc-coloring of G, we can obtain its colored automorphism group in terms
of the permutation group of the arc-coloring.
Basic Defin¡t¡ons and Terminology
Throughout this paper, G denoteg a d-regular and strongly connected di-
rected graph (digraph), with set of vertices V : V{Gl a¡rd set of a¡cs
A: A(GI. Basic terminology from graph theory can be found for instance
in [1]. We allow loops and multiple arcs.
An arc-coloring of G with set of ocolorso C : {lr2r...rdl is a map ¡g :
A + C such thaü, for each vertex a 
€V, X assigns different colors to the
arcs incident to o as well as to the arcg incident from c. That is, the mape
X[.,o]:f*(c) 
-+C and Xlr,'lzl*(") ---¡C are bijective Yr €V. Aoyarc-colorilg X of G induces a set A: {6r,...,ó¿} of permutationg of the
vertices of G defined by
(1) ó¡(r) 
-ys[",sleA and xls,al:i
Reciprocally, let A : {6t,. .. ,6¿} be a set of d permutatione of I/ euch that
(i) 6;(r) e t+(c),i 
- 
1,.. .,d,Yr € V, a"nd
(ü) 6¡(c) # 6¡b) whenever i t' j,Yx eV.
Then A induces univocally an arc-coloring of G defined I Xla,yl : i iffy : 6¿(a). The set A is said to be a decomposition inúo perrnuúations
of G, see[2]. The üwo definitions axe equivalent and will be inilistinctly
used. In whaü follows, we identify through (f) the set of colors C with the
set of permutations A. The arc-colored digraph (G, A) is ühe digraph G
üogether wiüh the arc-coloring associated to A. It is not difficult to prove
that any regular digraph admits (usually several) a.rc-colorings. A proof can
be found for insüance in [21. For simplicity, the prefix arc- will be omitted
in our terminolog¡ although it must be understood.
Two colored digraphs (G, A) and (G', A') are said to be isornorphr'c if
there exist a digraph isomorphism ó,G ---t G' and a bijection o: A ---+ A'
such that d(6¡(r)) : o(6¿)ó("), i : 1,.. .,d, Y¡ €V. We also say ühaü {
is a colored isomorphism between (G,A) anil (G',A').
Similarl¡ an automorphism <p of the digraph G is said to be a colored
automorphism of (G, A) if there exists a permuüation o on {1,2, . . ., d} such
that p(6¡(c)):6"gp(u),d: 1,...,d,Ya 
€ 
I¡. When o is the identity,
gz is said to be an strictly colored, or simply s-colored, automorphism of(G,A). We consider ühree groups associated to a colored digraph (G,A).
The permuúabion group of (G,A) is the subgroup of SymV generated by
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the permutations in A, and it is denoted by D : E(G, A). The colored
group of (G, A), Aut(G,A), is the group of its colored automorphisms, and
the s-colored group of (G, A), s-Aut(G, A), is the group of iüs s-colored
automorphisms. It is easily checked that s-áuú(G, A) is a normal subgroup
of Aut(G,L).
Finally, let us review some group theoretic concepts. They can be found
for insüance in [5]. A permutation group D acting on a set V is said üo be
transitive if, for any t,g 
€ 
V , there exists .¡ in D such ühaü lb) : y. In our
context, E(G, A) is transitive itr G is strongly connected, that is, there exists
a path from each verüex to any other. The süabilizer D¡¡ of a subset X cV
is ühe subgroup E¡ : {"y e E : 1(X) - X}. When X: {o}, E¡ is called
the stabilizer of the element c, and we write E" for 81"¡. If E is transitive,
the stabilizers of any two elements in V are conjugaüe subgroups in E and
lEl : lyllD"l. When lE"l : 1Vc € y, E is said üo be semiregular, and
rcgular if E is also transitive. We wriüe the composition of permutations in
the usual way that is, o o ot (a) : o(o'(a)), and the identity permutation is
denoüed by a.
Given two groups O and ff and a group homomorphism ry': H 
--+ Auñ,
the semidirect product flx,¡H is the group (Oxff, *) where the composition
law is defined by
(w, h) * (r', h') : (wt! (h)(u'), hh')
Then, O x {a} and {e} x H are respectively a normal subgroup a¡rd a sub-
group of AxE H, which will also be denoted by O and I/. Moreover, O ñ Il
is the identity and OIl is the full semidirect product.
3 Cayley and Schreier digraphs and their groups
Cayley digraphs ane ühe mosü sirnple exarnples of colored digraphs. Given
group f-j with identity elemenü e, and. a set A -: {*t, . . . , ctrd} of generators
a
CIf
O, the (left-)Cayley digraph of O with respect to A is the colored d-regular
digraph Cay(O, A), or simply (O, A), with
(v(n,a): o,
J ,(n,A) : {[c,r, a;wl;u € o,o¿ e A],and\ yfu, a¿wl : ¿ or 6¡(u) : a'¡¡.
The permutation group t(o, a) is just the left regular representation of
O, so that E(O, A) 
= 
n. It is easily checked thaü right translations in O
are s-colored automorphisms of ühe digraph (O,A). Indeed, it can be seen
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that the map ![r:O---¡e-Auú(O,A), where, iÚ(o)(r) : su)-l, c € O, is
a group isomorphism, see for instance [5]. In parüicular, this regulü shows
that a Cayley digraph is verüex transitive. On the other hand, let fl be the
subgroup of those automorphisms of the group O which leave A invariant,
that is, H : {o € AúA: o(A) - A}. Then, it was proved in [3] that
the map O: O x, H + Aú(A,A) defined as O(c,r, r)(c) : r(a)w-L, c € O,
is a group isomorphism (a denotes the canonical injection of ff in Aú A).
These resulüs can be summaxized in the following theorem.
TxpoRp¡.r (S.f) 
-Iet (n,A) be a Cayley ügraph of ll wibh respect tothe set A of geaerators. Then,
li) E(o,a) = o.(ü) e-Aut(a.A) 
= 
o.
(iii) Aut(fr,A) 
= 
O x" ff. E
It is not difficult to see that s-Au,t(G,A) is always semiregular in its
¿ction over I/, while E(G,A) is always üransitive (in a strongly connected
digraph G). Therefore, the Cayley digraphs have the largest e-colored group
and tbe gmallest permuüation group. On the oüher hand, it can also be easily
seen that any colored digraph is a Cayley digraph iff this property holds.
In other words, (G, A) is a Cayley digraph iff e-.Att (G, A)^¿ E(G, A).
Theorem 3.1 is also true when we consider iight-Cayley digraphs, in
which the arcs are defined as u) 
----+ @a;. In this case, the right rep-
resentaüion of O is u:O 
--r E, u(c,r)o : oo)-Lt a €. A, the isomorphism
i[¡:O ---+ s 
-.áuú(O,a) is V(o)(a) :'ua, o € O' and the isomorphism
O: O x, H ---¡ Áuü(O, A) is O(or,o)(u) : wo(n).
Now, Iet ,S be a subgroup of O. The (lefü-)Schrer'er diagram of O modulo
,S wiüh respect to A is the colored úregular digraph Sch (O/,S, A), or simply
(O/,S, A), wiüh
( V (nl S,A) : {or,S;<., e O}
{ A(O/S,A): {[cr,f, a;wSl,w € O,o¿ e A]
I x[a.,.9, o¡<o,S] or 6¡(ar5) : aiusi
We will always assume that no two elements in A belong to ühe same righü
coseü modulo .9. The map u:O 
-r 
E(O/S,A) given by u(ar)(cS) : uüSt
x €.A, is the representation of O on ühe set of left coseüs modulo .9; hence,
E : E(O/,S, A) 
= 
O/,9¡¡, where,g¡¡ : f'loeoü/-l,9r¿ is the sG'called core of 
^9
in O. We denote o(o) by 1, € E. Of course, when ,S is the trivial group, we
have the Cayley digraph of O with respect üo A, so that Schreier digraphs
are a generalizaüion of Cayley digraphs. This facü suggesüs thaü a result
similar to Theorem 3.1 can be obüained for Schreier digraphs. Indeed, we
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show that all colored automorphisms of (o/,9, a) are induced by the colored.
automorphisms of (o, a) which are compatible wiüh the relaüion modulo 
^g.Let 9 be a colored automorphism of (O/,S, A) and a iüs associated.
permutation on {1,...,d),9r(6¡(toS)) :6o6¡9(uS), d¿ € A, ar € O. Let
1 : 6i" o...o 6¿, : 6i, o...o6¡, be two'decompositions of .¡ 
€ 
E in
terms of the elements in A. Then, eh@S)) : 6oG) o... o 6o6r¡9(uS) :
k-ti,) o"'o{?(ri )9!''S) Vc € O' so that 6oU") o...oóo(rr) : 6o(i,ir)o"'oóo(ir)'This fact tells us that the map d:E 
--) E given by a(l) 
- 
a(é¿,
6o(r,) 
". 
. . o 6o(jr) is well defined. Clearly, d is an automorphism of the group
E which we denote also by o. If g(S): @pS, we can write
p(uS) : p(t,(s)) 
-o(td@r^9),Vcu€o
so that <p is determined by o and ühe image of a single element in o/,s.
Moreover, ühe stabiüzer in E of ,S is Es : u(S) : h, : a.r € ,S), and if ó e
,S, then o(1,)(u"S):9(uS): Cr(S) :@pS, hence o(D5) is [he stabilüerin of u.,r.9, o(Ds) : 1,oDs1;). These remarks lead to the following
result. As in ühe case of Cayley digraphs, H : {o e Aúe: o(A) : A}.
F-r9".rr (3.2) 
-Let B: {(.y,zr) e D x,H : o(Es) :1-1Es"y andN"(E") úhe normalizer of Es inD. Then
(i) Aut@lS,A) 
= 
B/Es.(ii) 
'- 
Aut(alS,A) = IVE(Es)/Es.
Pnoon 
-Let é:B ----+ Aú(A/S,A) be defined as O(1,o)(<aS) : O(t,o)(r.(s)) : o(l,ll-L(S). If uS : u'5,1,-r,,,€ Es and
(" (.y, )r- t) -' (o (r,,).r- t) (s) : 1 o (1, -,.,)1- t (,s) :,s,
hence o("¡,)^t-t(s) : o(1,,)1-L(,s) and o(r,o) is well defined. clearly
Q (1, o) (a;u s) : o (t o,,h- t (s) : o (t 
",)o (t.)r- t (s) : óo(¿) @ (1, o) (ros)
so that O(f,o) e Aú(AlS,A). Moreover,
O(r, o) 
" 
O(1', o')(or,9) : é(.y, ol(o,(t,)t'-r (S)):o(o,(r,)r'-1)^¡-1(S¡:
: oo'(1,)(1(?'))-1(s) : é(lo(r'), oot)(us),
so that o is a group homomorphism. Flom the remarks above, we know that
O is also exhaustive. Finall¡ O(.y,") : ¿ implies O(1,o)(S) :1-r(^g) : ,S,
hence 1€ Es, and then, o: L. Therefore, KerO: Es. This proves(i). Now,9a is an s-colored auüomorphism ifr o: t. But (.y, t) e B itr
6o(l  
- 
6 U ) . . .oóo(jr).
' o l) 
 
o 6;  o. . .o64 ) 
-
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1 e.trÍ¡ (Es ). This proves (ii).
When the core of ,9 in O, So, is trivial, the above results become
(i) E(o/s, a) 
= 
o(ii) Aut(O, A) a¿ { (t,o) € O x, H : o(^9)(iii) s-Aut(o,A) 
= 
Nn(s) - 
"ys"y- 1) I s,
where the comparison with Theorem 3.1 is made in a more clear way.
As in the case of Cayley digraphs, we c:¡n resüate the above result in the
case of right Schreier digraphs with minor modifications in the isomorphisms
involved,. Finally, we would remark that, although not stricüly necessary,
there is no loss of generaüüy in assuming that A is a set of generators of O.
In fact, if < A >: O' < O and (n/S' A) is strongly connected, ühe Schreier
digraphs (O/S, A) and (O'/S', A), where ^9' : 5 n O' are isomorphic in the
obvious way.
4 The groups of an arc-colored digraph
The importance of Schreier digraphs arises from ühe fact thaü any sürongly
connecüed d-regular digraph is isomorphic üo an Schreier digraph. More pre-
cisel¡ let G be a strongly connected d-regular digraph, A an (arc) coloring
of G and o a distinguished vertex in G. As usual, E : E(G, A) denotes the
permuüaüion group associated to the coloring A, and E' the stabilizer of c
in E.
PRoposn¡oH (a.1) 
-The colored digraph (G'A) is isomorphic to theScñreier digraph (E/E,, A).
Pnoor-For any y é V, denote by "y, any element in l: E(G'A)
guch that %(a) :9r. Consider the map r/: (G, A) 
- 
(E/D,,A) defined as
,ltfu) : ,!hu@D : 1c8,. It is easily checked that r/ is well defined and
bijective. Moreover, ú(¿¡(y)) : $(6¿1u@\ : 6¡?vE' : 6¿rh(y) Yy € V,
V6¡ 
€ 
A. Hence, ry' is a colored isomorphism between the two digraphs. 0
This last proof is essentially the same as that used in [4] to prove that
any regular graph of even degree is isomorphic to an Schreier graph. There,
an Schreier graph was defined as the undirecüed version of an Schreier di-
graph.
Noüice ühaü if E, contains a normal subgroup N of E, we must have
N < f-lyev E, : {i}. In other words, the core of E, in E is trivial.
Thórefore, Theorem 3.2 can be restated in the following way. As before,
H : {o e .'4ut(E) : o(A) : A} and B : {(t,o) e E x H :o(E'¡ :
T-1Er?).
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T¡¡poRpv (4.2) 
- 
Let (G,A) be a colored digraph, a e V(G) and E :
E(G, a).
Then,
(i) Aut(G,A) 
= 
BlE,.
(ü) s-Aut(c,A) ar IYE(D,)/E'. E
Since 1E"1-1 : lr(3)l we. have.y e ff¿(D,) iff E, : Er("). In other
words, the order of s-Aut(GrA) is the order of the largest fixed'ülock of Er.
For any element y left fixed by E", there exists a¡r s-colored automorphism gr
which sends a to g, na.mel¡ @(1r-t, a), where é is ühe isomorphism defined
in the proof of Theorem 3.2. According to ühe definition of e,g(z) :ph'@)):'t' ou@) : t,(v).
Notice ühat if 9 € AutG and ¡ is a coloring of. G,9 induces a coloring
yo in G defined as Xelo,Vl: Xlp("),p(y)]. Hence, when G is uniquely arc-
colorable (up to colored isomorphisms), then 9 e Au\G,A), or AutG :
Aut(G,A).
As a final remark, we would mention ühat any graph can be seen as a
symmetric digraph. Hence, ühe results here obtained can be applied to the
class of d-regular graphs which a¡e d-edge-colorable.
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